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Across

4. Church teaching, 
based on divine 
revelation, holds that 
homosexual genital 
activity is ___ sinful

5. The deliberate 
stimulation of the 
genitals to obtain 
solitary sexual pleasure

6. One’s ___ does not 
make one more 
important or better than 
the other

8. Sexual thoughts that 
we allow to control us

9. Pleasure and joy are 
two ___ God bestows on 
couples who use the 
sexual faculty according 
to God’s plan

12. Research shows 
couples who engage in 
free unions and later 
marry have a 
significantly ___ divorce 
rate than couples who do 
not

13. Controlling one’s 
sex drive in God-
intended ways is a ___ 
task

15. The positive choice 
not to engage in sexual 
intercourse outside of 
marriage

17. Humans are a unity 
of body and ___

18. Forcing another to 
have sex

19. These kinds of birth 
control frustrate the 
nature of Christian 
marriage

23. Before Original Sin 
our first parents were 
totally comfortable and 
___

24. The Greek word for 
sexual love

25. God said, Be ___ 
and multiply

Down

1. Scientists who study 
the aging process

2. Jesus condemns even 
the ___ to commit 
adultery

3. Men and women are 
___ beings who display 
God’s power and 
tenderness in different 
ways

7. The dissolution of the 
marriage contract

10. The sex act is not all 
there is to being ___ 
beings

11. The ability to 
produce offspring

14. According to 
Genesis, sex was 
intended to be very ___

16. Divorce has tragic 
consequences for family 
unity and for ___ 
societies

17. A word derived from 
the Latin secare which 
means to separate

20. Sexual interest 
between relatives or in-
laws

21. One of the two 
purposes of sexual union 
is the transmission of 
___

22. Biblical love 
grounded and shaped by 
faith


